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Micromechanical representation of bone ultrastructure as a composite of aligned

mineralized collagen fibrils embedded in a porous polycrystalline matrix has allowed

for successfully predicting the (poro/visco-)elastic and strength properties of bone

tissues throughout the entire vertebrate animal kingdom, based on the “universal”

mechanical properties of the material’s elementary components: molecular collagen,

hydroxyapatite, and water-type fluids. We here check whether the explanatory power

of this schematic representation might extend beyond the realm of mechanics; namely,

toward electrodynamics and X-ray physics. This requires knowledge about the electron

density distribution across the bone ultrastructure, reflecting the organization of collagen

molecules, hydroxyapatite (mineral) crystals, and water with non-collageneous organics.

The latter follow three principal, mathematically formulated, “universal” rules, namely

(i) a unique bilinear relationship between mineral and collagen concentrations found

in bone tissues throughout the vertebrate animal kingdom, (ii) the precipitation of

mineral from a ionic solution under closed thermodynamic conditions, governing mass

density-dependent lateral distances between the long collagen molecules, and (iii) the

identity of the extracollageneous mineral concentration in the fibrillar and extrafibrillar,

as well as in the gap and the overlap compartments of bone ultrastructure. The

corresponding electron density distributions are then inserted into Fourier transform-type

solutions of the Maxwell equations specified for a Small Angle X-ray Scattering setting.

The aforementioned mineral distribution, as well as random fluctuations of fibrils, both

within their transverse plane around a hexagonal lattice and in form of axial shifts, turn

out to be the key for successfully predicting experimentally observed X-ray diffraction

patterns. This marks a new level of quantitative, “mathematized” understanding of the
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organization of bone ultrastructure. In particular, earlier interpretations of SAXS data,

leading to the idea of bone being a soft organic matrix with stiff mineral inclusions,

may have been overcome, in favor of a more complex, but also more realistic modeling

concept concerning the ultrastructural organization of bone.

Keywords: bone, ultrastructure, electrodynamical simulations, SAXS, mineral distribution, meridional and

equatorial patterns

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent decades, great progress has been made in the
deciphering of the ultrastructure of bone. The emerging
picture is that of a fibrillar structure made up of mineralized
collagen fibrils, with an extrafibrillar mineralized space in-
between. In particular the latter has gained considerable interest,
starting with the pioneering work of Lees and coworkers, who
were the first to propose the very existence of extrafibrillar
mineral from neutron diffraction experiments [1, 2]. Shortly
thereafter, the same research group provided more direct
evidence for extrafibrillarly located mineral crystals, through a
pioneering series of transmission electron micrographs - TEM
[3–5]. The latter even revealed quantitative information on
the distribution of mineral throughout the ultrastructure of
bone: The majority of mineral is found in the extrafibrillar
space. These observations have been impressively confirmed in
more recent years, by additional investigations based on TEM
[6–8], as well as on atomic force microscopy - AFM [9–11]. This
structural perception of bone ultrastructure is consistent with the
development of the latter: Osteoblastic cells do not only excrete
collagen (called osteoid in the unmineralized state), but they also
bud off tens-of-nanometers-sized matrix vesicles as the nuclei of
hydroxyapatite biomineralization [12–15].

With the overall perception of bone ultrastructure being
relatively clarified, several mathematical models for the bone
ultrastructure have been introduced thereafter, and tested against
various experimental data, in particular so with respect to
the mechanical properties of bone. Most of these studies
refer to elastic properties: Employing the composite models
of Hashin and Rosen [16] and Halpin and Thomas [17], as
well as periodic homogenization theory [18], Crolet et al. [19]
and Aoubiza et al. [20] considered bone ultrastructure as a
mineral matrix reinforced by collagen fibers, and after additional
homogenization steps over the osteonic and the cortical
structure, involving a number of microstructural parameters,
they arrive at realistic estimates for the anisotropic elasticity
tensor, when compared to ultrasonic measurements on human
femoral cortical bone [21]. Based on the modified rule of mixture
proposed by Katz [22], Pidaparti et al. [23] modeled bone
ultrastructure as composite of intrafibrillar mineral and collagen,
this composite acting itself as a phase in yet another composite,
which is made up of the aforementioned mineralized collagen on
the one hand, and of extrafibrillar mineral on the other hand.
When accounting for the majority of mineral lying outside the
fibril, in accordance with conclusions drawn by Bonar et al.
[2] from neutron diffration studies, the model predictions of

Pidaparti et al. [23] agree well with ultrasonic measurements on
canine femoral cortical bone. The mechanical importance of the
extrafibrillar mineral was further underlined by Hellmich and
Ulm [24] and Hellmich et al. [25], who introduced water as an
additional distinct phase, when representing, in the framework of
continuum micromechanics or random homogenization theory
[26], bone ultrastructure as a collagen-reinforced matrix made
up by a network of mineral crystals with water-filled pores in
between. Corresponding models were validated against rather
large collections of experimental data, encompassing several
mammalian species tested ultrasonically by Lees and Page [27],
Lees et al. [28], McCarthy et al. [29], Rho et al. [30], and Turner
et al. [31]. Similar techniques were employed by Hamed et al. [32,
33] and Sansalone et al. [34]. Sansalone et al. [35] extended the
aforementioned type of analysis to stochastics, coming up with
the consoling result that statistical fluctuations in the elasticity
at the homogenized scale are smaller than those at the scale of
the elementary components (i.e., that of collagen, hydroxyapatite,
water).

On the other hand, one ultrastructural representation
consisting of mineralized cylindrical fibers embedded in a
porous polycrystal making up the extrafibrillar space, first
proposed in Hellmich and Ulm [36], underwent an even more
profound experimental validation procedure; encompassing
elastic, poro-elastic, elasto-plastic, and creep properties of bone
[37–43]. Therefore, the classical elastic homogenization theory
was enriched by anisotropic matrix-inclusion problems [44,
45], by infinitely many crystal phases being oriented in all
space directions [46, 47], by the viscoelastic correspondence
principle [48], and by the transformation field analysis
for eigenstrains and eigenstresses [49, 50], with the latter
representing plastic strains and pore pressures, respectively.
These models were confronted with a much larger experimental
database, including results from creep tests in three point
bending and cantilever mode [51, 52], from ultrasonic tests
targeting fast and slow waves in porous media [53, 54], and from
destructive mechanical tests in tensile and compressive modes
[55–57].

The question arises whether the strong explanatory power of
the aforementioned ultrastructure representation scheme reaches
beyond the confines of mechanical properties. The present
paper is devoted to the closure of the respective knowledge
gap, by placing the aforementioned mineralized collagen
fibril—mineralized matrix morphology into a computational
electrodynamics framework. Corresponding experimental
validation is sought through small angle X-ray scattering
patterns (SAXS).
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Inmore detail, the paper is structured as follows: after a review
of electodynamics and its application to the modalities of small
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), given in section 2, a mathematical
representation of the bone ultrastructure is introduced in section
2.3, in terms of electron density distributions. The scattering
patterns arising from harmonic electromagnetic waves hitting the
electrons occurring in the aforementioned distribution density,
are reported in section 3, and compared to experimental results
from fish bone tested by Chen et al. [58]. The paper terminates
with elucidating the effect of various morphological features
on the resulting X-ray patterns; and with an outlook to future
research perspectives.

2. METHODS

2.1. Basics of Electrodynamics—Maxwell
Equations
X-ray scattering results from the interaction between an incident
electromagnetic wave and an electrically charged volume: when
hitting an electron, the incident X-ray exerts a force on the latter,
leading to its acceleration. This acceleration, in turn, results in
the emission of another electromagnetic wave which emanates
from the hit charge. Accordingly, the physics of X-ray scattering
is governed by the Maxwell equations [59–61], which describe

(i) how an electric field E arises from electrical charge
densities ρe

div E =
ρe

ǫ0
(Maxwell-Gauss) (1)

with ǫ0 = 8.854
(

A2s4
)

/
(

kg m3
)

as the electric permittivity
of vacuum;

(ii) the inexistence of magnetic charges at the origin of magnetic
fields B

div B = 0 (Maxwell-Thompson) (2)

(iii) the emanation of a magnetic wave as the result of moving
electric charges

rot B = µ0 j+ µ0ǫ0
∂E

∂t
(Maxwell-Ampère) (3)

(iv) the interaction between magnetic and electric fields

rot E = −
∂B

∂t
(Maxwell-Faraday) (4)

In Equation (3), µ0 denotes the magnetic permeability of
vacuum, which is related to the electric permittivity of vacuum
ǫ0 and the speed of light c = 299, 792 km/s, through

µ0 =
1

ǫ0c2
= 4π10−7m kg/

(

s2A2
)

(5)

and j is the electric current density, which is the electric charge
density times the velocity v of the charged particle (electron)

j = ρev (6)

The electrons are accelerated according to Newton’s second law
for a charged elementary volume subjected to a so-called Lorentz
force, which mathematically reads as

ρm
∂v

∂t
= ρeE (7)

with ρm as the mass density. Combining the Maxwell equations
with the equation of motion leads to the classical d’Alembert
equation, reading as

− 1

(

∂2D

∂t2

)

+ µ0ǫ0
∂4D

∂t4
= rot

(

rot
ρ2
e

ρm
E

)

(8)

withD as the electric displacement [62], which is defined through
the relation

∂2D

∂t2
=

ρ2
e

ρm
E+ ǫ0

∂2E

∂t2
(9)

For details on the derivation of (8), see Supplementary Material

Equations (S1–S5). The solution of the d’Alembert equation is
expressed in terms of retardated potentials, as [63]

∂2D(r, t)

∂t2
=

1

4π

∫

V

S(r1, t − |r− r1|/c)
|r− r1|

d3r1 (10)

with r as the position vector used for quantification of the
electric displacement field (typically sought after far away from
the charged object, see section 2.2), with r1 as the position vector
inside the charged object filling volume V , and with S(r, t) as the
source field, reading as

S(r, t) = rotr

(

rotr
ρ2
e

ρm
E(r, t)

)

(11)

whereby the subscript r indicates the variable with respect to
which the rot operator is applied. Combination of Equations
(10) and (11), together with relations for differential operators
as summarized in (S6–S9), provides the general solution of the
X-ray scattering problem, valid for any incident electromagnetic
field. It reads as

∂2D(r, t)

∂t2
=

1

4π
rotr

[

rotr

(∫

V

ρ2
e

ρm
(r1)

E(r1, t − |r− r1|/c)
|r− r1|

d3r1

)]

(12)
The generic solution (12) quantifies the electric displacement
field resulting from an incident electric field E(r, t) interacting
with charged matter within volume V . In the course of
these interactions the original field E is “scattered,” and the
characteristics of the scattered field are quantified throughD(r, t).
In the following, we will specify Equation (12) for an incident
harmonic electromagnetic wave, such as an X-ray. This will give
access to X-ray scattering patterns as encountered on the detector
of an X-ray diffractometer, when shooting an X-ray beam on
an electrically charged object, like a sample representing bone
ultrastructure.
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2.2. Harmonic Waves - X-Ray Intensity
Patterns
The incident X-ray wave is defined through the following
harmonic electric and magnetic fields E and B,

E(r, t) = E0 exp
[

−i(ωt − k0.r)
]

(13)

B(r, t) = B0 exp
[

−i(ωt − k0.r)
]

(14)

with the electric and magnetic amplitudes E0 and B0, with the
angular frequency ω, and the wave vector k0. The norm of
the wave vector, |k0| = k0, also called wave number, obeys the
fundamental relations

k0 =
2π

λ
=

ω

c
(15)

with λ denoting the wave length. The vectors E0, B0, and k0 form
a system of orthogonal vectors according to

E0 × B0 =
ω

c2
k0 (16)

with × as the cross product. We now restrict our consideration
to (“scattered”) electromagnetic waves which are far from the
charged volume hit by the incident harmonic X-ray, see Figure 1.
The corresponding electric far field follows from specification of
(9) for ρe ≡ 0, so that

E =
D

ǫ0
, (17)

Moreover, when considering that, in an X-ray diffractometer,
the scattered pattern is recorded on a detector which is located
some tens to hundreds of centimeters away from the (nano-to-
micrometer sized) sample acting as the scattering source, the
far-field approximation—also known as Fraunhofer diffraction
[64]—is valid and reads as:

|r1|
|r|

≪ 1 (18)

whereby the location vectors r1 and r now label positions
inside the sample and on the detector, respectively, see
Figure 1 for a typical SAXS device. In order to obtain the
scattered electromagnetic wave resulting from the collision of the
harmonic incident wave (13) and (14), with the charged object
filling volume V , we replace, in Equation (13), r by r1, and t
by (t − |r − r1|/c). We insert the corresponding result into
Equation (12), which yields Equation (S10). Then, after a series
of approximation steps, given through (S11–S16), we arrive at

E(r, t) =
exp

(

−iω
(

t − |r|
c

))

4π |r|ω2ǫ0
|k0|2|E0|

×
∫

V

ρ2
e

ρm
(r1) exp(−i1k.r1)d

3r1 (19)

inducing 1k as the deviation of the scattered wave vector from
its incident counterpart, which mathematically reads as

1k = k− k0 = k0

(

r

|r|
−

k0

k0

)

= 1kxex + 1kyey + 1kzez

= k0
[

(sin θ cos8 − 1)ex + (sin θ sin8)ey + cos θez
]

(20)

FIGURE 1 | Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) device, used for investigation

of fibrillar collagen structures.

FIGURE 2 | Scattering vector 1k in Cartesian coordinate systems (x, y, z) fixed

to the sample.

where the definition of Euler angles 8 and θ follows from
Figure 2. For an experimental setup related to the small angle
X-ray scattering, sin θ cos8 ≈ 1, so that 1k reduces to

1k = 1kyey + 1kzez (21)

and the latter components (or their values divided by 2π , Si =
1ki/(2π)) are standardly reported in the literature, see e.g., Chen
et al. [58].

Moreover, X-ray scattering experiments normally do not
provide access to the electric field of the scattered waves, but
rather to their intensity field, called scattering pattern. The
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intensity I is defined as the average over many periods of the
Poynting vector S, which, in turn, is defined as

S =
1

µ0
E× B (22)

Hence, the mathematical expression for the intensity reads as

I = |〈S〉| =
1

2µ0
R(E× B∗) (23)

with (.)∗ as the complex conjugate of (complex) quantity (.),R(.)
as the real part of (complex) quantity (.), and 〈.〉 as the average
over time periods. The expression for the magnetic field which
corresponds to the electric field (19), is then obtained from the
Maxwell-Faraday Equation (4), as

∂B

∂t
= −rot E = −ik0 × E ⇒ B =

1

ω
k0 × E (24)

Insertion of Equations (24) and (19), into (23) finally provides
access to the scattered intensity patterns in the format

I(1k) =
1

2µ0

(

1

4π |r|ω2

)2

|k0|4|E0|2
|k0|
ǫ20ω

×
[∫

V

ρ2
e

ρm
(r1) exp(−i1k.r1)d

3r1

]2

(25)

The intensity of the scattered wave can be decomposed into the
product of the intensity I0 scattered by an electron situated at the
origin, and the square of the amplitude A of the electromagnetic
wave, according to

I = I0A(1k)A∗(1k) (26)

where I0 reads as

I0 =
1

2µ0c5

(

|E0|
4π |r|ǫ0

)2

(27)

and where the amplitude of the scattered wave A (1k) is given by

A(1k) =
∫

V

ρ2
e

ρm
(r1) exp(−i1k.r1)d

3r1

=
e

M

∫

V
ρe(r1) exp(−i1k.r1)d

3r1 (28)

with e ≈ 1.6021 × 10−19 C as the elementary charge and
M ≈ 9.1093× 10−31 kg as the mass of one electron. Expressions
(26–28) are usually considered as the starting point for X-
ray pattern computations. Hence, it is the electron density
distribution for a given tissue, which is the only input needed
for computation of the diffraction pattern. It will be quantified in
section 2.3.

2.3. Key Organizational Characteristics of
Bone Ultrastructure
As shown in a series of contributions [37, 40–42, 65], two key
characteristics of bone ultrastructure have been mandatory for
successfully upscaling the material’s elastic, cohesive, frictional,
and viscous properties, from the “universal” elastic, cohesive,
frictional, and viscous properties of bone’s nanoscaled elementary
components; i.e., of hydroxyapatite mineral, of collagen,
and of water with non-collageneous organic matter. These
characteristics are:

(i) the average extrafibrillar mineral concentration equals
the average extracollageneous mineral concentration
throughout the entire (i.e., extrafibrillar and fibrillar)
ultrastructural compartment under investigation [36, 66];

(ii) the collagen fibrils are parallel to each other, but are
randomly distributed both along the axial tissue direction
and throughout the equatorial plane, i.e., the plane
orthogonal to the fibrillar orientation [37, 42].

Characteristic (i) will be the basis for quantifying the electron
density distributions throughout bone ultrastructure in sections
2.4 and 2.5, and characteristic (ii) will play a key role for
mathematically re-constructing the organization of collagen
molecules and fibrils, as described in section 2.6.

2.4. Electron Densities in the Extrafibrillar
Space
As explained by Lees [67], mineralization of the osteoid, i.e.,
the unmineralized organic matrix laid down by osteoblasts [68,
69], is related to precipitation of hydroxyapatite mineral with a
real mass density of ρm,HA = 3 g/cm3 [3], out of an aqueous
solution with a mass density close to that of water, ρm,fl =
1 g/cm3. This implies mineralization-induced shrinkage of the
bone tissue with respect to the unmineralized state of osteoid.
Tissue volume changes are associated to changes in the X-ray
or neutron diffraction spacings dw. The latter reflect the lateral
distances between the 1 nm thick collagen molecules which make
up larger organizational units called fibrils, with tens to hundreds
of nanometers in diameter and up to several microns in length
[70–73]. In accordance with the aforementioned mineralization-
induced tissue shrinkage, the maximum spacings of d0w =
1.52 nm are encountered in unmineralized tissues, and values
around dw ≈ 1.25 nm are typical for mineralized bone tissue,
see e.g., Lees et al. [1], Bonar et al. [2], and Lees and Mook [74]
for a collection of respective experimental data.

Setting the aforementioned precipitation process into a closed
thermodynamic setting, Morin and Hellmich [66] provided the
following relationship for the diffraction spacing in mineralized
tissues

dw = d0w

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

1− f 0
ef
×
[

1− (ρm,HA/ρm,fl − 1)× f ecHA ×
f ec
col

ρm,HAf
ec
HA/ρm,fl+f ec

fl

]

(1− f 0
ef
)×

[

1+ (ρm,HA/ρm,fl − 1)× f ecHA

]

(29)
where f ec

col
, f ecHA, and f ec

fl
denote the volume fractions of collagen,

mineral, and fluid per volume of extracellular bone matrix.
From an extensive collection of experimental data [65, 75], these
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volume fractions have been shown to be fully governed by the
mass density of the extracellular bone tissue, ρm,ec; through the
following relations

if ρm,ec ≤ 1.978 g/cm3















fHA,ec(ρm,ec) = 1
ρm,HA

(1.328ρm,ec − 1.394),

forg,ec(ρm,ec) = 1
ρm,org

(0.389ρm,ec − 0.239),

fH2O,ec(ρm,ec) = 1− fHA,ec − forg,ec.

if ρm,ec ≥ 1.978 g/cm3















fHA,ec(ρm,ec) = 1
ρm,HA

(1.730ρm,ec − 2.190),

forg,ec(ρm,ec) = 1
ρm,org

(−0.518ρm,ec + 1.554),

fH2O,ec(ρm,ec) = 1− fHA,ec − forg,ec.

(30)

with ρm,org = 1.42 g/cm3 [3] as the mass density of the organic
matter.

As 90% of the organic matter in bone is collagen [76], the
extracellular volume fraction of collagen follows as

f eccol = 0.9f ecorg (31)

Moreover, f 0
ef
in Equation (29) denotes the volume fraction of the

extrafibrillar space in unmineralized tissue, reading as [66]

f 0ef = 1−
1

0.88

(

d0w
ddry

)2
f ec
col
(ρm,ec)

ρm,HA

ρm,fl
f ecHA(ρm,ec)+ f ec

fl
(ρm,ec)+ f ec

col
(ρm,ec)

(32)
with ddry = 1.09 nm [1, 67] as the minimum diffraction spacing
occurring in fully dried unmineralized collageneous tissues.
According to the standard geometrical notions of continuum
mechanics [77, 78], the diffraction spacing gives access to the
ratio between the hydrated and the fully dried fibrillar volumes,
through

Vfib

Vdry
=

(

dw

ddry

)2

(33)

which, in turn, allows for quantification of the fibrillar volume
fraction through

f ecfib =
Vfib

Vec
=

Vfib

Vdry

Vdry

Vcol

Vcol

Vec
=

f ec
col

0.88

(

dw

ddry

)2

(34)

as it is known that fully hydrated collageneous tissue contains
zero extrafibrillar space, and 12% intermolecular porosity, while
the remaining 88% are filled up by molecular collagen [78, 79],
which implies that

Vcol = 0.88Vdry (35)

The equivalence of apparent mineral density in the extrafibrillar
and extracollageneous fibrillar space, as shown by Hellmich
and Ulm [36], implies the following expression for the relative
fraction of hydroxyapatite in the extrafibrillar space

φHA,ef =
1− f ec

fib

1− f ec
col

(36)

which, in turn, provides access to the volume fractions of mineral
in the fibrillar and extrafibrillar spaces, respectively

f
fib
HA =

f ecHA(1− φHA,ef )

f ec
fib

(37)

f
ef
HA =

f ecHAφHA,ef

f ec
ef

(38)

The latter volume fraction provides direct access to the electron
density found in the extrafibrillar space, according to the
integration rule for extensive physical quantities, reading for the
extrafibrillar electron density as

ρe,ef = ρe,HAf
ef
HA + ρe,H2O(1− f

ef
HA) (39)

whereby the electron densities of hydroxyapatite and water
amount to ρe,HA = 940 e/nm3 and ρe,H2O = 330 e/nm3 [80],
respectively.

2.5. Electron Densities in the Intra-fibrillar
Gap and Overlap Zones
The determination of the electron densities in the fibrillar space
requires consideration of theD-periodic structure of the so-called
gap and overlap zones, as discovered by Hodge and Petruska
[81]. The lengths of these zones are quantified as Dgap =
0.52D and DOV = 0.47D, with D = 67 nm as the so-called
macroperiod of collagen [82]. The average electron densities in
the aforementioned gap and overlap zones can be computed from

ρe,gap = ρe,HAf
gap
HA + ρe,colf

gap

col
+ ρe,H2Of

gap
H2O

(40)

ρe,OV = ρe,HAf
OV
HA + ρe,colf

OV
col + ρe,H2Of

OV
H2O

(41)

whereby the electron density of collagen amounts to ρe,col =
450 e/nm3 [80]; and f

gap
HA , f

OV
HA , f

gap

col
, fOV

col
, f

gap
H2O

, and fOVH2O
are

the volume fractions of hydroxyapatite, collagen, and water per
volume of gap zone and overlap zone, respectively.

We will now express the latter volume fractions in terms of
macroperiod D and diffraction spacing d. Thereby, we start with
the collagen volume fractions f

gap

col
and fOV

col
, and we introduce

associated volumes found within a representative piece of bone
ultrastructure, namely the volumes occupied by gap zones, by
fibrils, and by collagen, respectively; denoted as Vgap, Vfib, and
Vcol. Furthermore, we introduce the volume of collagen within
gap zone volume as V

gap

col
. In terms of these volume quantities,

the volume fractions of collagen per gap and overlap zone readily
read as

f
gap

col
=

V
gap

col

Vgap
=

V
gap

col

Vcol

Vfib

Vgap

Vcol

Vfib
=

V
gap

col

V
gap

col
+ VOV

col

Vfib

Vgap

Vcol

Vfib
(42)

fOVcol =
VOV
col

VOV
=

VOV
col

Vcol

Vfib

VOV

Vcol

Vfib
=

VOV
col

V
gap

col
+ VOV

col

Vfib

VOV

Vcol

Vfib
(43)

Given the cylindrical shape of the fibrils, the volume fractions per
fibrillar space, of the gap and the overlap zones, are in the same
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ratio as the lengths of these zones, which implies the following
relations

Vgap

Vfib
=

Dgap

D
= 0.53 ⇔ Vgap = Vfib

Dgap

D
= 0.53Vfib (44)

VOV

Vfib
=

DOV

D
= 0.47 ⇔ Vgap = Vfib

DOV

D
= 0.47Vfib (45)

Comprehensive diffraction data on unmineralized collagen can
be satisfactorily represented through a pentameric scheme called
five-stranded microfibril model [83–86], whereby the (chemical)
concentrations of molecular collagen in gap and overlap zones
are in a ratio of four to five. This implies the following
relationship for the volumes of molecular collagen in the gap and
overlap zones, respectively,

V
gap

col

VOV
col

= 0.8
Dgap

DOV
(46)

Finally, insertion of (33), (35), (44)1, (45)1, and (46), into (42)
and (43) yields the desired relations between the experimentally
available quantities ddry, dw, Dgap, DOV , and D on the one hand,
and the collagen volume fractions in the gap and overlap zones,
on the other hand. Mathematically, they read as

f
gap

col
=

0.8Dgap

DOV + 0.8Dgap

D

Dgap
0.88

(

ddry

dw

)2

(47)

fOVcol =
DOV

DOV + 0.8Dgap

D

DOV
0.88

(

ddry

dw

)2

(48)

Next, we turn toward the volume fractions of mineral in the gap
and overlap zones. We introduce additional volumes within a
representative piece of bone ultrastructure, namely the volumes
of mineral within the fibrils, within the gap, and within the

overlap zones, respectively, denoted as V
fib
HA, V

gap
HA , and VOV

HA . In
terms of these as well as of the aforementioned volumes, the
volume fractions of mineral in the gap and overlap zones can be
expressed as

f
gap
HA =

V
gap
HA

Vgap
=

V
gap
HA

V
fib
HA

Vfib

Vgap

V
fib
HA

Vfib
=

V
gap
HA

V
gap
HA + VOV

HA

Vfib

Vgap

V
fib
HA

Vfib
(49)

fOVHA =
VOV
HA

VOV
=

VOV
HA

V
fib
HA

Vfib

VOV

V
fib
HA

Vfib
=

VOV
HA

V
gap
HA + VOV

HA

Vfib

VOV

V
fib
HA

Vfib

(50)
In order to link these volumes to actually measurable quantities,
we consider that the on-average mineral concentration in
the extracollageneous compartments of bone ultrastructure is
uniform, as evidenced by Hellmich and Ulm [36], which implies
the identity of the extracollageneous mineral concentrations in
the gap and overlap zones as well. Mathematically, this reads as

M
gap
HA

Vgap − V
gap

col

=
MOV

HA

VOV − VOV
col

(51)

It is helpful to transform (51) into a mass ratio,

M
gap
HA

MOV
HA

=
ρm,HAV

gap
HA

ρm,HAV
OV
HA

=
Vgap − V

gap

col

VOV − VOV
col

(52)

Subsequent insertion of (44)2 and (45)2 into (52) yields

V
gap
HA

VOV
HA

=
Dgap

D Vfib −
0.8Dgap

DOV + 0.8Dgap
Vcol

DOV
D Vfib − DOV

DOV + 0.8Dgap
Vcol

=
Dgap

[

(DOV + 0.8Dgap)− 0.8D0.88
(

ddry
dw

)2
]

DOV

[

(DOV + 0.8Dgap)− D0.88
(

ddry
dw

)2
]

= gHA
Dgap

DOV

(53)

whereby the abbreviation gHA stands for

gHA =

[

(DOV + 0.8Dgap)− 0.8D0.88
(

ddry
dw

)2
]

[

(DOV + 0.8Dgap)− D0.88
(

ddry
dw

)2
] (54)

Insertion of (53) and (54), as well as of (44)1 and (45)1, into (49)
and (50) yields the mineral volume fractions per gap and overlap
zones, as functions ofD,Dgap,DOV , and dw. Mathematically, they
read as

f
gap
HA =

gHA(dw)Dgap

DOV + gHA(dw)Dgap

D

Dgap
f
fib
HA (55)

fOVHA =
DOV

DOV + gHA(dw)Dgap

D

DOV
f
fib
HA (56)

The remaining volumes of the gap and overlap zones are filled
with water, with the corresponding volume fractions reading as

f
gap
H2O

= 1− f
gap
HA − f

gap

col
(57)

fOVH2O
= 1− fOVHA − fOVcol (58)

Conclusively, the average electron density in the gap and overlap
zone can be computed by substituting (42), (43), (49), (50), (57),
and (58), into (40) and (41), respectively, yielding

ρe,gap = ρe,HA
gHA(dw)D

DOV + gHA(dw)Dgap
f
fib
HA

+ρe,col
0.8D

DOV + 0.8Dgap
0.88

(

ddry

dw

)2

+ρe,H2O

(

1−
gHA(dw)D

DOV + gHA(dw)Dgap
f
fib
HA

−
0.8D

DOV + 0.8Dgap
0.88

(

ddry

dw

)2
)

(59)
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ρe,OV = ρe,HA
D

DOV + gHA(dw)Dgap
f
fib
HA

+ ρe,col
D

DOV + 0.8Dgap
0.88

(

ddry

dw

)2

+ ρe,H2O

(

1−
D

DOV + gHA(dw)Dgap
f
fib
HA

−
D

DOV + 0.8Dgap
0.88

(

ddry

dw

)2
)

(60)

2.6. Organizational Patterns of Fibrils
Evaluation of Equation (28) requires not only the knowledge
of electron densities, as quantified in the last two subsections,
but also some essential information on the spatial organization
of fibrils throughout the bone ultrastructure. Starting with a
hexagonal arrangement of fibrils in the transverse plane [87], see
Figure 3, the distance dfib between fibrils can be determined from
the radius of the fibrils, Rfib ≈ 40 nm [70–72], and from the
volume fraction of fibrils, f ec

fib
, as introduced in Equation (34). The

corresponding mathematical relation reads as

f ecfib =
Vfib

Vec
=

πR2
fib

(dfib)2
√
3/2

⇒ dfib =

√

√

√

√

2
√
3πR2

fib

3f ec
fib

(61)

Accordingly, the center points of the transverse sections through
the fibrils form a hexagonal lattice, and we distribute such
lattices at periods D along the z-direction. All points created
in that way are identified through the following set of location
vectors r1

rm,n,o
1 = dfib

(

(m+
n

2
ex)+

√
3n

2
ey

)

+ oDez (62)

with integers m ∈ [−mmax/2,mmax/2 − 1], n ∈
[−nmax/2, nmax/2 − 1], and o = 0, 1, ....,Nperiod − 1, so
that the number of fibrils follows as nfib = mmax × nmax. The
position function collecting all these points, i.e., the function
vanishing anywhere else, is given through

p(r1) = p(x, y, z) =
mmax/2−1
∑

m=−mmax/2

nmax/2−1
∑

n=−nmax/2

δ

(

x− dfib

(

m+
n

2

))

× δ

(

y− dfib

√
3

2
n

)

×
Nperiod−1
∑

o= 0

δ (z − oD)

(63)

whereby δ stands for the Dirac distribution; and x, y, and z are
the components of location vector r1 with respect to the base
frame ex, ey, and ez ; so that r1 = xex + yey + zez . Next, we
link unit cells representing the ultrastructural organization, to
the aforementioned lattice arrangement of points. The electron

FIGURE 3 | Illustration of a hexagonal lattice and unit cell.

density distribution throughout one such unit cell is given
through

ρe,cell(x, y, z) = ρe,ef χef (x, y, z)+ ρe,gapχgap(x, y, z)

+ ρe,OVχOV (x, y, z)

= (ρe,ef − ρe,0)χef (x, y, z)+ (ρe,gap − ρe,0)χgap(x, y, z)

+(ρe,OV − ρe,0)χOV (x, y, z)+ ρe,0 (64)

whereby χef , χgap, and χOV are the characteristic functions of
the extrafibrillar space, the gap and overlap zones, respectively;
and where ρe,ef , ρe,gap, and ρe,OV are the electron densities of
the aforementioned space and zones; ρe,0 stands for any uniform
electron density, and can be chosen, for instance, as the uniform
electron density of the extrafibrillar space: ρe,0 = ρe,ef . This
choice allows for doing without characteristic function of the
extrafibrillar space [88]. The characteristic functions of the gap
and overlap zones are defined through

χgap(x, y, z) =
[

1− 2

(

√

x2 + y2 − Rfib

)]

×
[

sgn(z − DOV )− sgn(z − DOV − Dgap)
]

(65)

χOV (x, y, z) =
[

1− 2

(

√

x2 + y2 − Rfib

)]

×
[

sgn(z)− sgn(z − DOV )
]

(66)

whereby 2 stands for the Heaviside distribution and sgn stands
for the signum function. In (65) and (66), the first term describes
the fibril as the space contained inside a cylinder centered at the
origin of the unit cell and having a radius Rfib in the transverse
direction; and the second term refers to the axial position of
the gap and overlap zones. Conclusively, the electron density at
any point of a perfect fibrillar lattice results from a convolution
product between the charge density of a unit cell ρe,cell and the
location function of the unit cells p(r1)

ρe(r1) =
[

ρe,cell ∗ p
]

(r1) =
∫

Vlattice

(

ρe,cell(r
∗
1)
)

p(r1 − r∗1)d
3r∗1

(67)
with ∗ as the convolution product.
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Combining (28) and (67) leads to the following expression of
the amplitude of the scattered wave for a perfect hexagonal lattice
of unit cells

Alattice(1k) =
e

M

∫

Vlattice

∫

Vlattice

(

ρe,cell(r
∗
1)− ρe,0

)

×p(r1 − r∗1) exp(−i1k.r1)d
3r∗1d

3r1 (68)

which can be interpreted as the Fourier transform F of the
electron density distribution through the hexagonal lattice. An
assembly of numerous such lattices with different orientations
in the transverse plane are considered to be representative of
the overall bone ultrastructure. The corresponding amplitudes of
the scattered waves arising from the bone ultrastructure, Aec, are
obtained as the sum of norient subvolumes of perfect hexagonal
lattices with different transversal orientations. Mathematically,
this reads as

Aec(1k) =
e

M

∫

Vlattice

∫

Vlattice

norient
∑

q= 1

(

ρe,cell(r
∗
1)− ρe,0

)

×pq(r1 − r∗1) exp(−i1k.r1)d
3r∗1d

3r1 (69)

with new position function pq denoting the position function
for a lattice rotated by an angle 9q with respect to the lattice
with position function (63). This new position function pq
mathematically reads as

pq(r1) = pq(x, y, z)

=
mmax/2−1
∑

m=−mmax/2

nmax/2−1
∑

n=−nmax/2

δ

(

x− dfib

(

(

m+
n

2

)

cos9q

+
√
3n

2
sin9q

))

×δ

(

y− dfib

(

−
(

m+
n

2

)

sin9q +
√
3n

2
cos9q

))

×
Nperiod−1
∑

o= 0

δ (z − oD) (70)

Insertion of (64–66), and of (70), into (69), while taking into
account the components of the scattering vector (21) as well as
the properties of the Fourier transform given through (S17–S29),
yields the amplitude of the wave vectors resulting from scattering
of X-ray beams transgressing a sample of bone ultrastructure, as

Aec(1ky,1kz) =
norient
∑

q= 1

e

M

exp
[

−i1kzNperiodD)
]

− 1

exp
(

−i1kzD
)

− 1

×
2πRfibJ1

(

Rfib1ky

)

1ky

2i

1kz

×
[

(ρe,OV − ρe,ef )
(

exp(−i1kzDOV )− 1
)

+(ρe,gap − ρe,ef )
[

exp(−i1kzD)− exp
(

−i1kzDOV
)]

]

×
mmax/2−1
∑

m=−mmax/2

nmax/2−1
∑

n=−nmax/2

exp
[

−idfib1ky

(

−
(

m+
n

2

)

× sin9q +
√
3n

2
cos9q

)]

(71)

FIGURE 4 | Hexagonal lattices cross-section without (A,B), and with (C-D)

substitutional disorder.

Therefrom, the intensity of the scattered waves follows from
Equation (26), yielding

Iec = I0|Aec|2 (72)

2.7. Imperfections
Actual bone ultrastructure typically deviates from the perfect
organization introduced in the previous section. Respective
random features concern

(i) the axial organization where the fibrils are randomly
shifted, which leads to substitutional disorder as seen in
Figures 4C,D, as opposed to perfect order as seen in
Figures 4A,B;

(ii) the transverse organization where the fibrils deviate from
the perfect hexagonal lattice as seen in Figure 6;

(iii) the fibrillar diameters which fluctuate around a mean value.

By introducing corresponding random variables for axial shift,
transverse position deviations, and fibrillar radii, denoted as
zrandomm,n , drandom

fib,(m,n)
, and Rrandom

fib,(m,n)
, the perfect structure-related

position function (63), and gap and overlap characteristic
functions (65) and (66), can be extended to the following, more
realistic format, as

p(r1) = p(x, y, z)

=
mmax/2−1
∑

m=−mmax/2

nmax/2−1
∑

n=−nmax/2

δ

(

x− drandomfib,(m,n)

(

m+
n

2

))

× δ

(

y− drandomfib,(m,n)

√
3

2
n

)Nperiod−1
∑

o= 0

δ

(

z − zrandomm,n − oD
)

(73)
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χgap(x, y, z) =
[

1− 2

(

√

x2 + y2 − Rrandom
2

fib,(m,n)

)]

×
[

sgn(z − DOV )− sgn(z − DOV − Dgap)
]

(74)

χOV (x, y, z) =
[

1− 2

(

√

x2 + y2 − Rrandom
2

fib,(m,n)

)]

×
[

sgn(z)− sgn(z − DOV )
]

(75)

In (73), Rrandom
fib,(m,n)

is a normally distributed random variable

with mean value Rfib, and standard deviation σRfib . In (74) and

(75), zrandomm,n is uniformly distributed random variable from the
range [−zmax, zmax]. The corresponding scattering amplitudes
arising from an imperfect lattice of differently thick fibrils
with transverse as well as axial positional disorders, arise from
insertion of (73–75) into (68), yielding

Alattice(1ky,1kz)

=
mmax/2−1
∑

m=−mmax/2

nmax/2−1
∑

n=−nmax/2

exp
[

−i1kzNperiodD
]

− 1

exp
[

−i1kzD
]

− 1

×
2πRrandom

fib,(m,n)
J1

(

Rrandom
fib,(m,n)

1ky

)

1ky

2i

1kz

×
[

(ρe,OV − ρe,ef )
(

exp(−i1kzDOV )− 1
)

+(ρe,gap − ρe,ef )
[

exp(−i1kzD)− exp
(

−i1kzDOV

)]]

× exp
[

−i1kzz
random
m,n

]

exp

[

−idrandomfib,(m,n)1ky

√
3

2
n

]

(76)

Some additional comments concerning the random variable
drandom
fib

are due. In fact, the lattice disorder is introduced here

in the framework of the so-called paracrystalline model [89–
91]. To begin with, we consider a one-dimensional paracrystal
in the transverse plane, i.e., a linear periodic lattice that is
distorted in two dimensions around an axis which we denote by
xm, as depicted in Figure 5. The N lattice points defining the
configuration of this one-dimensional paracrystal are given by
the position vectors rm, in the format

rm = rm−1 + dm, form = 0, ...,N − 1 (77)

with r0 = d0 = 0, and dm being vectors with components having
the following random variable characteristics:

• the mean of the x-component is dmx = dfib;
• the mean of the y-component is dmy = 0;

and these two random variables are jointly normal, so that their
probability density distribution function reads as [92]

p(dmx , d
m
y ) =

1

2πσxσy(1− ρ2)1/2
exp

{

−
1

2(1− ρ2)

[

(dx − dfib)
2

σ 2
x

−2ρ
(dx − dfib)dy

σxσy
+

(dy)
2

σ 2
y

]}

(78)

FIGURE 5 | 1D paracrystal in initial and rotated positions.

where σx and σy are the standard deviations of dx and dy,

respectively, and ρ = 〈dxdy〉−〈dx〉〈dy〉
σxσy

is the correlation coefficient

between dx and dy, with 〈.〉 denoting the average over all points
of the 1D paracrystalline lattice. Characteristics of the paracrystal
are controlled by the parameters σx, σy, and ρ. dx and dy are
uncorrelated, so that ρ = 0. The standard deviations σx and σy
are equal and defined as

σx = σy = E
dfib√
2

(79)

where E characterizes the amount of disorder, and is therefore
called disorder parameter.

In the same manner, we define a second 1D paracrystalline
lattice distorted in two dimensions around an xn axis, which
results from the rotation of the xm axis by an angle of γ = 60◦, see
Figure 5. This leads to two one-dimensional paracrystals in the
transverse plane, one oriented along the xm axis and one around
xn axis; the directions of the axes xm and xn are given by the
average lattice vectors a and b, see Figure 6A. The components
of da and standard deviations of the paracrystal along the a axis,
parallel and normal to this axis, are denoted as da, d⊥a, σa and
σ⊥a, respectively; their correlation is denoted as ρa. The same
parameters along the b axis are denoted as db, d⊥b, σb, σ⊥b,
and their correlation is denoted as ρb. The position vectors of
the lattice points of the two one-dimensional paracrystals are
denoted by rm and rn. The position rm,n of the (m, n)th point of
the ideal 2D paracrystal is given by

rm,n = rm + rn (80)

This leads to the structure shown in Figure 6A, where the
paracrystalline lattice is made up of parallelograms whose edges
are defined by the components of one-dimensional paracrystals.
In order to create a hexagonal paracrystalline lattice, six sectors
are introduced within the transverse plane, see Figure 6B, and
each of these sectors is built separately by the aforementioned
procedure; employing different angles γ . The corresponding
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FIGURE 6 | Construction of hexagonal paracrystalline lattice model – parallelogram-based 2D paracrystal model (A), space of paracrystalline lattice divided into six

sectors (B), lattices built up across sectors (C), hexagonal paracrystalline lattice model used in simulations (D).

result is shown in Figure 6C. From the six sector structure, the
60 fibrils which are closest to the origin of the coordinate system
are selected for the simulations reported in the present paper; see
Figure 6D for this selection. This is how drandom

fib
is realized in

Equations (73) and (76).

3. RESULTS

We seek experimental validation of the electrodynamics
approach of section 2 applied to bone ultrastructure represented
in sections 2.3 to 2.7, based on the data provided by Chen
et al. [58] for shad fish bone. Re-construction of the electron
density distribution throughout such an ultrastructure is based
on the mass density and configurational data given in Tables 1, 2.
Based on these input values, the electrodynamicmodel developed

here quite satisfactorily predicts the experimentally determined
meridional scattering patterns reported by Chen et al. [58];
see Figure 7C for the meridional diffraction pattern, i.e., for
the component 1kz of the wave vector. The question arises
to which extent the different ultrastructural features introduced
in sections 2.3 to 2.7 contribute to this rather good agreement
between model predictions and experimental values. Obviously,
organization disorder is a very important characteristic of
bone ultrastructure, as assemblies of perfect hexagonal lattices
deliver unrealistic pattterns, both as concerns the meridional
and equatorial directions, see Figure 8A. Variable diameters and
transverse disorder alone do not help too much in this respect,
see Figures 8B,C, while the very important role of the axial
shift between different fibrils becomes evident from Figure 8D,
showing the results based on just this one random variable
while letting the other organizational patterns in their “perfect”
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FIGURE 7 | (A) SAXS pattern predictions based on different mineral distribution schemes in bone ultrastructure; and (B,C) comparison to experimental data of Chen

et al. [58].

TABLE 1 | Characteristic compositional values of the shad fish bone ultrastructure.

Extracellular mass

density [g/cm3]

Volume fractions [-] Electron densities [ e/nm3]

ρm,ec fec
HA

fecorg fec
fl

ρe,ef ρe,gap ρe,OV

Experiments [93] Equation

(30)

Equation

(30)

Equation

(30)

Equation (39), with (38),

(36), (34), (31)

Equation (59), with (54),

(37), (36), (34), (31)

Equation (60), with (54),

(37), (36), (34), (31)

1.8 0.332 0.324 0.344 616 524 501

state. Conclusively, all introduced random characteristics are
essential for arriving at the suitable model predictions depicted in
Figure 8E. The second question arising concerns the distribution
of mineral between the fibrillar and extrafibrillar spaces within
the ultrastructure. Putting all the mineral into the extrafibrillar

space; i.e., f ec
fib

= f ec
col

f
fib

col

= 0.473, f
fib
HA = 0, f

ef
HA =

f ecHA
f ec
ef

= 0.63, f
ef
H2O

=
f ec
ef
−f ecHA
f ec
ef

= 0.37, ρe,ef = 714 e/nm3,

ρe,gap = 396 e/nm3, ρe,OV = 412 e/nm3; results in a diffraction
pattern loosing any significant peak characteristics, see red
line in Figure 7A. Putting all the mineral into the fibrils,
leads to already better results, characterized by a Root-Mean-
Square error of RMS = 0.23, see Figure 7B—however, this
assumption is untenable from a micromechanical viewpoint,
as the tissue anisotropy would be heavily overestimated; see
e.g., Hellmich and Ulm [96] and Schwarz et al. [97]. The
best result is obtained for the extracollageneous mineral
concentration being the same inside and outside the fibrils,
characterized by a Root-Mean-Square error of RMS = 0.181,
see Figure 7C—and this mineral distribution also proved
essential for the performance of various micromechanical models
[37, 39, 40, 65].

In the context of experimental validation of the model
with regards to meridional patterns, as shown in Figure 7, the
following observations are made concerning the organizational
values collected into Table 2: We start with noting that changes
in the mean fibrillar radius Rfib solely results in a vertical shift of

TABLE 2 | Organizational characteristics chosen for the ultrastructure of bone; in

line with observations of Parry [94].

Fibrillar radius [nm] Fibrillar organization

Rfib σRfib E zmax Nperiod nfib

40 8 0.5 2Dperiod 10 60

the simulation curves depicted in Figure 7. As all experimental
values shown there are only defined up to such a vertical shift,
the mean fibrillar diameter does not enter the current model
validation discussion. All other quantities given in Table 2 have
only negligible effect on the model predictions depicted in
Figure 7.

As a second, independent experimental check, we consider
meridional scattering experiments obtained from the ulna of
an adult mouse, performed by Fratzl et al. [98]. Evaluation of
the equations collected into Table 1, for the extracellular mass
density of mouse bone as reported by Lu et al. [99], Zhao et al.
[100], and Thiagarajan et al. [101], ρec

mouse = 1.97 g/cm3, together
with the organizational characteristics of Table 2, yields electron
densities of the extrafibrilar space, and of the gap and overlap
zones, respectively, as ρe,ef = 714 e/nm3, ρe,g = 560 e/nm3,

ρe,OV = 522 e/nm3. Using the latter values for the computation
of meridional scattering patterns according to Equations (39),
(59), (60), and (76), yields computational predictions which agree
very well with the experimentally measured SAXS patterns, see
Figure 9.
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FIGURE 8 | Simulated 2D X-ray diffraction patterns with perfect axial and hexagonal order (A), with perfect order and variable fibril diameter (B), with constant fibril

diameter, perfect axial order but lattice disorder (C), with constant fibril diameter, perfect lattice order but axial disorder (D), with lattice and substitutional disorder and

variable fibril diameter (E), and experimental pattern for shad fish bone (F) [95].
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FIGURE 9 | Meridional SAXS measurements on murine bone of Fratzl et al.

[98], indicated by red dots; in comparison to the model predictions based on

identity of mineral concentrations in the extracollageneous and extrafibrillar

spaces of bone ultrastructure, indicated by solid black line.

4. DISCUSSION

Several contributions concerning characterization of bone tissue
by means of SAXS, see e.g., Rinnerthaler et al. [102], Wess
et al. [103], Grabner et al. [104], and Turunen et al. [105]
and references therein, have adopted a concept put forward by
Fratzl et al. [98]: The latter authors do not consider the fibrillar
structure of the bone matrix, but introduce nanometer-sized
crystals as the only relevant morphological feature potentially
governing the shapes of the SAXS patterns. Corresponding ad
hoc application of Porod’s law is then suggested to deliver
crystal thicknesses; and as the resulting numbers coincide
with the gap zone dimensions according to the classical
Hodge-Petruska model [81], the latter are proposed to lie
exclusively in these elongated gap zones within a collagen
matrix. This idea is obviously at odds with the comprehensive
experimental evidence reviewed in the Introduction section,
and beyond this observation, two additional thoughts may be
noteworthy:

• From a mechanics viewpoint, this view on ultrastructural
representation is very unrealistic, as can be seen from checking
numbers provided by a corresponding composite model:
Namely, a Mori-Tanaka scheme [106, 107] representing
a contiguous matrix hosting parallel cylindrical mineral
inclusions delivers by far too high ratios of longitudinal to
transverse normal stiffnesses, see Figure 10. In more detail,
for collagen’s Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio amounting
to 3.28 GPa and 0.33, respectively [65, 108], for the mineral’s

Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio amounting to 114 GPa
and 0.27 [109], and for relevant mineral volume fractions
ranging from 30 to 60 % [39], this ratio ranges from 5 to 5.6,
and this contrasts heavily with experimental values reflecting
this ratio being around only 1.5 [21]. This confirms earlier
discussions provided in Vass et al. [65].

• According to Bragg’s law [110], the SAXS patterns are
associated rather with the fibrillar, than with the nano-
crystalline scale;

Dperiod =
2π

1kz
≈ 65 nm (81)

In accordance with this deliberation, Gupta et al. [111]
associated SAXS measurements with (mineralized) fibrils
rather than with single mineral crystals; and they did so in the
context of multiscale strain determination in bone specimens
undergoing microtensile tests.

Fortunately, all the aforementioned contradictions can be
resolved through the new modeling concept provided in the
present paper; as this concept was tested, in section 3, against the
very data provided by Fratzl et al. [98].

It is also interesting to relate features of the SAXS patterns
to underlying ultrastructural characteristics. The results of a
corresponding parameter study with the extrafibrillar electron
density as the parameter is depicted in Figure 11: As can be
referred from Equation (64) with ρe,ef = ρe,0, the differences
in the electron densities, between the gap and extrafibrillar
domains on the one hand, and between the overlap and the
extrafibrillar domains on the other, are key to the shape of the
corresponding SAXS patterns. In more detail, the closer the
ratio of the aforementioned differences goes to one, the less the
even and odd peaks of the SAXS differ from each other (the
green line in Figure 11 refers to the aforementioned ratio being
exactly one, while the black and purple lines, respectively, are
referring to ratios of 0.79 and 1.27, respectively). Furthermore,
the absolute values of the differences in electron density, between
the fibrillar and the extrafibrillar spaces, govern the SAXS
peak sizes; growing differences being related to diminishing
peak sizes (the green line refers to the smallest difference
in electron densities, and the red line to the largest one).
Onemay speculate that such information on the characteristics of
electron density distributionmight serve as additional interesting
fingerprints of bone diseases, in addition to those reported by
Roschger et al. [112]. However, a more in-depth investigation
of this issue would require a considerably larger database of
SAXS patterns across different bones under different pathological
conditions, as it is available at the present point in time. Anyway,
the translation of such differences into corresponding bone
strength values seems to be the minor challenge in this context,
given recent developments in the multiscale mechanics of bone
strength [40, 43].

Conclusively, the microstructural representation of bone
ultrastructure essential for the micromechanics of the material,
also shows great potential when it comes to predicting SAXS
patterns arising from electromagnetic waves hitting bone
samples. In this context, the present contribution may be seen
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FIGURE 10 | Predictions of a Mori-Tanaka homogenization scheme for a composite model consisting of a collagen matrix with parallel cylindrical mineral inclusions:

ratio of longitudinal to transverse normal (homogenized) stiffnesses, as a function of the mineral volume fraction.

FIGURE 11 | Parameter study: changing the value of the electron density of

the extrafibrillar space; while keeping the electron densities of the gap and

overlap zones constant (adopting the values from the fish bone simulation of

Figure 7).

as an extension of earlier work of Suhonen et al. [113] for
unmineralized tissues, toward the realm of bone. At the same
time, it is obvious that the deviations of model predictions
from experiments beyond 1kz > 0.35 nm−1 may motivate
additional investigations toward a more refined ultrastructural
representation, and also the prediction of SAXS patterns
emerging through bone under mechanical load, based on devices

pioneered by Gupta et al. [111, 114] and Karunaratne et al.
[115], appears as an interesting topic for the future. At the
same time, the current developments may also serve as a basis
for a deeper investigation of configurational changes provoked
by excessive mechanical loading of soft tissues, such changes
having gained recent interest both experimentally [116, 117], and
computationally [118].
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NOMENCLATURE

Abbreviations

SAXS Small angle X-ray scattering

Variables

A Amplitude of the electromagnetic wave

Aec Amplitude of the electromagnetic wave for extracellular bone

Alattice Amplitude of the electromagnetic wave for single crystal

lattice

B Magnetic field vector

B0 Incident magnetic field vector

c Speed of light

D Macroperiod of collagen fibrils

D Electric displacement vector

Dgap Length of gap zone

DOV Length of overlap zone

d Vecter between two consecutive 1D paracrystalline lattice

points

da Component of da in a direction

d⊥a Component of da parpendicular to a direction

db Component of db in b direction

d⊥b Component of db parpendicular to b direction

ddry Minimal diffraction spacing in fully dried unmineralized tissue

dfib Average distance between fibrils

drandom
fib

Random distance between fibrils

dw Diffraction spacing in wet mineralized tissue

d0w Diffraction spacing in wet unmineralized tissue

dx x-component of d

dy y-component of d

e Elementary charge

E Electric field vector

E0 Incident electric field vector

f0
ef

Volume fraction of extrafibrillar space in unmineralized

extracellular tissue

fec
ef

Volume fraction of extrafibrillar space in extracellular bone

fec
fib

Volume fraction of fibrillar space in extracellular bone

fec
col

Volume fraction of collagen in extracellular bone

f
gap
col

Volume fraction of collagen in gap zone

fOV
col

Volume fraction of collagen in overlap zone

fec
ef

Volume fraction of extrafibrillar space in extracellular bone

fec
fl

Volume fraction of fluid in extracellular bone

fec
HA

Volume fraction of hydroxyapatite in extracellular bone

fef
HA

Volume fraction of hydroxyapatite in extrafibrillar space

ffib
HA

Volume fraction of hydroxyapatite in fibrillar spacce

f
gap
HA

Volume fraction of hydroxyapatite in gap zone

fOV
HA

Volume fraction of hydroxyapatite in overlap zone

fec
H20

Volume fraction of water in extracellular bone

f
gap
H20

Volume fraction of water in gap zone

fOV
H20

Volume fraction of water in overlap zone

fecorg Volume fraction of organic matter in extracellular bone

gHA Mineral distribution function related to gap and overlap zone

I Intensity of the scattered wave

Iec Intensity of the scattered wave of extracellular bone

I0 Intensity of the scattered wave by an electron located at the

origin

j Current density vector

k0 Wave vector

1k Scattering vector

1kx , 1ky , 1kz Components of scattering vector

M Mass of one electron

M
gap
HA

Mass of hydroxyapatite in gap zone

MOV
HA

Mass of hydroxyapatite in overlap zone

(m, n, o) Integers describing position of fibril

N Number of lattice points in one-dimensional paracrystal

Nperiod Number of fibrillar macroperiods

norient Number of differently oriented hexagonal fibrillar lattices in

bone ultrastructure

nfib Number of fibrils

Rfib Fibrillar radius

Rrandom
fib

Random fibrillar radius

r Position vector

r1 Position vector inside matter scattering incident X-ray beam

S Source field in d’Alembert equation

S Poynting vector

t Time

V Volume of investigated matter

Vcol Volume of collagen

V
gap
col

Volume of collagen in gap zone

VOV
col

Volume of collagen overlap zone

Vdry Volume of dry unmineralized tissue

Vec Volume of extracellular bone

Vef Volume of extrafibrillar space

Vfib Volume of fibrils

Vgap Volume of gap zone

VHA Volume of hydroxyapatite

Vef
HA

Volume of hydroxyapatite in extrafibrillar space

Vfib
HA

Volume of hydroxyapatite in fibrillar space

V
gap
HA

Volume of hydroxyapatite in gap zone

VOV
HA

Volume of hydroxyapatite in overlap zone

VH20 Volume of water

V
gap
H20

Volume of water in gap zone

VOV
H20

Volume of water in overlap zone

Vlattice Volume of single crystal lattice

VOV Volume of overlap zone

v Velocity vector

zrandom Random axial shift of collagen fibrils

γ Rotational angle of 1D paracrystalline axis

ǫ0 Electric permittivity of vacuum

λ Wave length

µ0 Magnetic permeability of vacuum

ρ Correlation coefficient

ρa Correlation coefficient between da and d⊥a

ρb Correlation coefficient between db and d⊥b

ρe Electron density

ρe,col Electron density of collagen

ρe,ef Electron density of extrafibrillar space

ρe,gap Electron density of gap zone
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ρe,HA Electron density of hydroxyapatite

ρe,H20 Electron density of water

ρe,OV Electron density of overlap zone

ρe,0 Uniform electron density

ρm Mass density

ρm,fl Mass density of fluid

ρm,HA Mass density of hydroxyapatite

ρm,H20 Mass density of water

ρm,org Mass density of organic matter

σa Standard deviation of da

σ⊥a Standard deviation of d⊥a

σb Standard deviation of db

σ⊥b Standard deviation of d⊥b

σRfib Standard deviation of the distribution of fibrillar radius

σx Standard deviation of dx

σy Standard deviation of dy

8, θ Euler angles

φHA,ef Relative fraction of hydroxyapatite in the extrafibrillar space

9 Rotational angle

ω Angular frequency

Operators

div Divergence operator

exp Exponential function

F Fourier transform

J0, J1 Bessel functions

R Real part of the complex number

rot Rotation operator

sgn Signum function

δ Dirac function

2 Heaviside function

χ Characteristic function

〈.〉 Average, over time period

∗ Convolution product

× Cross product
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